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Market Outlook
“There are things we do not know we don’t know.”

- Donald Rumsfeld

By the time this letter is read, one of the most important factors affecting financial markets in the weeks ahead will
hopefully have been resolved. The stalemate between Congress and the Administration over the Federal debt ceiling
and the Federal budget threatens a default on U.S. debt for the first time since 1933 when Roosevelt caused a technical default by revoking the indenture clause allowing investors to redeem debt in gold. The U.S. has not deliberately
missed a cash payment on its debt since defaulting on bonds in 1790. No one knows with certainty how markets will
react to such a move, even if it is only a temporary political unwillingness to pay rather than a structural inability to
pay.
First World countries do not default on their debt. There is no modern precedent from which to model the impact of
such an event. Some have argued it would be no different than two millionaires arguing over who should pay for
lunch. The debt will eventually be paid, although a few folks will be inconvenienced while they argue. Others
predict the end of the world as we know it. Given the central role of the U.S. dollar to global trade and finance, the
size of U.S. markets, and the magnitude of our national debt, anything calling the full faith and credit of the United
States government into question will have consequences. The fact these costs are unknown should not entice one side
or the other to hold out for extra concessions when negotiating. We hope both sides will come to a quick resolution
and not force markets to face uncertainty, even if one side or the other feels like it has been shorted in the deal. The
unknowns are simply too great to risk the alternative.
_____________________________
What if you gave a “taper” and no one came? After months of warnings, speeches and press releases preparing
markets for the beginning of the end of quantitative easing, the Federal Reserve chose not to reduce bond purchases
at the September FOMC meeting. Continued mixed-to-weak economic data throughout the summer and the looming
debt ceiling/budget crisis led the Fed to believe a reduction in the scope of bond purchase activities was not warranted
at this time. After months of buildup, the announcement of no reduction in bond purchases came as a shock to most
market participants. Bond and stock prices around the world jumped on the news, highlighting just how addicted to
monetary opiates markets have become.
With the help of this “Fed rally,” stocks, as measured by the S&P 500, ended the quarter with a gain of 5.28% and
posted a gain of 19.86% for the first nine months of the year. International stocks, as measured by the EAFE Index,
were up 11.56% and 16.14% for the same periods. While bonds rose slightly during the quarter, the Barclay’s Aggregate Index remains negative on the year.
We have stated for some time our belief that a QE taper would begin later and be far more gradual than most investors
expect. The economy is simply too weak to meet the objectives the Fed has outlined as thresholds for the start of a
bond purchase taper. The FOMC essentially made the same point in the September press release. The minutes of the
meeting show the Fed Governors felt the looming budget battle/debt limit showdown also posed a potential risk to
the economy.

Indeed, the modest growth we have seen this year seems highly correlated to accommodative policies. Higher rates
might put this growth at risk. The recent talk of taper has pushed interest rates higher, which in turn increased
homemortgage rates and threatened the recovery in the housing market. Emerging markets have been disrupted by
this rise in rates as capital is being drawn back to the United States.
Despite these disruptions, we believe there is more risk in the status quo than from a taper of quantitative easing activities. We
have previously suggested QE has lost its efficacy and now presents a growing risk to the system. In reality, a small taper
probably would not have had a disrupting impact on the markets and might have been viewed as a positive. It would only have
been a negative for short term asset prices and would have had little effect on economic growth.
The fact the Fed chose not to curb QE suggests the economy is worse than the stock market rally suggests. More ominously, it
also suggests the inflation rate targets set by the Fed might be more aggressive than previously thought. The recently announced
change in leadership from Ben Bernanke to Janet Yellen may imply the latter is true, since Yellen is a proponent of using GDP
levels as a guide for monetary policy rather than the rate of inflation. It is widely speculated that a Yellen regime will place
more emphasis on creating higher inflation.
We view this as one more data point supporting our prediction of continued low interest rates for longer than expected. Inflation
remains low despite unprecedented expansion of the Fed balance sheet and deficit spending from Washington. These low rates,
shown in Chart 1, may persist for a while. Global growth remains slow, excess capacity abounds, and labor remains relatively
cheap in many parts of the world. This will give a Yellen led Fed plenty of room to maneuver. Given her bias towards accommodation and the lack of pricing pressures, low rates should be with us much longer than many expect. It is hard to believe
tapering will be meaningful until we see inflation showing up meaningfully in the economic data, by which time it may be too
late.
Chart 1. U.S. Inflation Rates – PCE deflator

Source: Bloomberg
Despite the tremendous support of the Federal Reserve, we wonder how long world stock markets can be driven by interest rates
alone. Strong fundamentals and attractive valuations are key ingredients in sustainable market advances. With mixed fundamentals and near peak valuation multiples, we fear the market’s recent advances may not be sustainable. Valuation multiples are
a function of low interest rates and expected future profit growth. Both of these factors may be nearing inflection points;
interest rates have to rise at some point in the not too distant future, and profit growth will moderate as record-high profit
margins decrease. We note that corporate profits, at 12.5% of GDP, have not been this high for generations. This trend is a key

driver of the current rally, but is a function of very low interest rates and a slack labor market, which has kept wage inflation
low. Profits margins will likely compress if interest rates rise over the next few years and the labor market continues to heal.
Chart 2
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This trend does not make us particularly comfortable with the current investing environment, especially in light of growing
geopolitical risks and domestic political turmoil. Historically low interest rates and elevated systemic risks are not a good
backdrop for investors. While we probably have some near term breathing room on the interest rate front, the other headwinds
continue to build.

Investment Strategy
As we have reminded readers in the past, the Federal government has an asymmetric impact on the economy. Federal policies and
actions (not including those of the Federal Reserve, which is independent of the government) have very little ability to positively
impact markets or the economy but can, and often do, negatively impact economic activity. The mere threat of a default has
certainly reinforced this dictum. An actual default or prolonged closure would be even worse.
We believe the budget showdown is likely to be more of a catalyst for a correction rather than the root cause of a market decline.
When looking at broad, underlying market fundamentals, one can argue equities are close to fair value or slightly expensive.
Markets have the uncanny ability to ignore fundamentals until one, or several, catalysts remind investors that the numbers matter.
The volatility of the past few weeks is certainly the result of gridlock in Washington. However, we suspect any “relief” rally
from a resolution to the crisis will be short lived. Once the usual short covering and hedge unwinding are done, any sustained
advance will require the support of strong corporate earnings reports, the first round of which will begin this month.
We have continued to raise cash in recent weeks. This has been driven by of our investment process, which includes a disciplined
adherence to valuation targets. As equity prices continue to rise, we have sold stocks that exceed our price targets and no longer
have a compelling risk-reward profile. Replacement alternatives have been subjected to our standard scrutiny and have been
increasingly hard to find.
Managing a portfolio of stocks requires regular culling of overpriced stocks and replacement with undervalued stocks. The
process is rarely done on a one for one basis, as it is driven by the number of opportunities the market provides to sell overpriced
stocks or buy underpriced ones. At certain times the market presents us with more more opportunities to sell versus buy and vice

versa. Over the long term, these trades balance out and we expect they will again. We remain biased toward high quality U.S.
stocks versus international and fixed income alternatives.
Our outlook for fixed income remains conservative. We repeat our view that many segments of the bond market are now riskier
than stocks. We see little risk of a near term spike in interest rates and believe a Yellen led FOMC will keep short term rates low
for some time. This artificial suppression of interest rates continues to keep the front end of the yield curve unattractive. However, longer duration bonds remain exposed to elevated interest rate risk as market forces will likely guide rates higher, even if
the Federal Reserve does not.
Strategically, we will continue to reduce interest rate and credit risk where possible. Tactically, however, we have been trying to
take advantage of market opportunities when they arise. We have been aggressively buying intermediate maturity, high quality
bonds with the cash we have raised.
We continue to see municipal bonds as particularly cheap. The flight to quality in this sector has made many issues rich, but
value remains for those willing to do the necessary research. Corporate bonds also look attractive, with the caveat that proper
credit analysis is more important than ever. We are increasingly using select callable preferred stocks as short-term bond alternatives.
As always, we welcome your questions and comments.
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